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HIGH JUMP 
 
SAMPLE PROGRAM FOR A WEEK 
 
This program is used during the general preparation phase of training. 

Monday 

• Technique, Warm-up, 6 x scissor jumps, 6 x flop run-up, 6-10 flop jumps, Tempo 
running 2 x 120m efforts, Speed 3 x 50m efforts timed 

Tuesday 

• Conditioning, hills or stairs on moderate slope approximately 30m long, 3 x sprints 
40m, 3 x bounds 40m, double leg jumps up, single leg hop ups. 3 x tempo runs over 
120m 

Wednesday 

• Rest 

Thursday 

• 4 x 100m efforts, 5 x 50m bend running (same way as curve in High Jump), 6 x scissor 
jumps off flop run-up, flop jumps over a series of heights. 

Friday 

• 2 x 200m tempo runs, figure 8 runs, circle runs 

Saturday 

• Rest 

Sunday 

• 3 x 100m tempo runs on bend, 3 x 50m speed runs, 6 scissor jumps, series of full run-
up flop jumps 

 

The weekly program will vary depending on what phase of training you are undertaking and the 
competition demands. Training during the off-season will incorporate more general training with 
less emphasis on specific jumping sessions and intensity. It is important though to retain some 
quality speed running and technical work during this time. 

 

Sunday is a session that needs to be completed with a coach in attendance. If the school coach 
cannot make it to the session, many clubs have good high jump coaches who will be able to offer 
the athlete some time. 



Athletics Australia STAR Interactive 

HIGH JUMP 
The athlete must progress slowly, gradually increasing the loading and the amount of plyometric 
and jump training. Only one session per week for younger athletes is recommended but this can 
be supplemented with additional running and jumping drills with medicine balls, hill runs, skipping 
activities, trunk strength and postural control exercises, hurdle drills and agility work. 

 

A program that incorporates a sound running base with basic strength exercises through weight 
training and body weight circuits should be set up first. 

 

As the competition season approaches, the volume of work should reduce and the sessions should 
become more specific with an emphasis on quality. Importantly, the body usually requires more 
rest following intensive sessions, particularly jump training, so it is vital that the training units are 
sequenced correctly with a balance of harder and easier sessions to allow the body to recover 
between sessions and maintain the quality of the training. 

 

COACH TIP 

“The take-off foot must always point through the bar towards the back far corners of landing mat.” 

Peter Lawler is a teacher and the current coach of Australian junior record holder and Olympian 
Petrina Price. 
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